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The  catchphrase  “sense  of  impending  doom”  emerged  out  of  nowhere  earlier  this  year.  It  quickly  set
Taiwan’s Internet alight and attracted a nickname: “mango feeling.” Many people are feeling anxious or even
helpless.

Where does “impending doom” come from? In my opinion, it mainly stems from a fear of losing freedom.

But there is a cure for this malaise: participation in the creation of Taiwan’s democracy. This is because the
step-by-step  process  affords  all  actors  the  opportunity  to  experience  concrete  implementation  and  gain
confidence in continuous progress. At the same time, every soul in Taiwan can act collectively in overcoming
the challenges and risks faced by democracies the world over.

“Why don’t we decide Taiwan’s affairs for ourselves?” This is the most direct question on the dust jacket of
the  book.  I  hope  all  readers,  apart  from  reading  to  find  answers,  will  join  in  creating  democratic
opportunities. Even the smallest beginning may kindle the spark of a greater movement.

Taiwan is the cradle of numerous lineages and cultures since ancient times. Austronesian languages and new
inhabitants are the some of the more recent hallmarks of this reality. After a few hundred years of pursuing
democracy, Taiwan has formed a transcultural identity with civil society enshrined as its main body.

Thus, I would like to share a short poem around the new interpretation of “Mínguó” — a country based on
participatory democracy:

Swirling ocean, beautiful islands: A transcultural republic of citizens.

        婆娑之洋，美麗之島； 公民之國，在花之中。
When it comes to participatory democracy, I’m an optimist. This strange condition began when I was 15
years old. That was 1996; I discovered that the future of human knowledge is on the Web, and my textbooks
were all out of date.

So I told my teachers: I want to quit school and start my education on the World Wide Web. Surprisingly, the
teachers all agreed with it.

A year later,  I  founded a startup working on Web technologies,  and I  get  to join this fabulous Internet
community that runs with this crazy idea — an open, multi-stakeholder political system that powers the
Internet to this day.

Today, as Taiwan’s first Digital Minister, I’m putting into practice the ideas that I learned when I was 15
years old: Rough consensus, civic participation, and radical transparency.

Surprisingly, it’s working and it’s transforming our society.

Two years ago, our President Tsai Ing-wen said an inspiring statement in her inauguration speech. She said:
"Before,  democracy  was  a  clash  between  two  opposing  values,  but  now  democracy  must  become  a
conversation between many different values."

Indeed, in conventional thinking, social benefits and business profits, for example, are opposite forces and
often contradict each other, forcing the government to make tradeoffs.

However, the idea of social innovation brings a brand new way of thinking.

For people working on social innovation, the core objective may be achieved by developing business models
to address social issues or environment issues, and the government’s role has changed.

Instead of being the arbiter torn between different sides, we are now asking a different set of questions. We’d
ask: “What are our common values despite different positions?”; and we ask: “Given the common values,
can we find solutions for everyone?”

This is the spirit of co-creation, a spirit for subversion of paradoxes.

Civic technology — the branch of technology that enables millions of people to listen to each other, instead
of one person speaking to million people, is a core ingredient to co-creation.
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Indeed, in the past couple years, Taiwan has been consistently ranked the top country internationally on open
data, on internet participation, on women’s digital access, digital inclusivity, et cetera.

All this was because we adopted open data and crowdsourcing as national direction since 2014 — it was
catalyzed and epitomized by an Occupy movement in March 2014.

There was a live demo of mass participation — We occupied the Parliament for 22 days.

At the time, the MPs in Taiwan were refusing to deliberate a Trade Service Agreement with Beijing, so the
occupiers got into the Parliament at night and stayed there.

For 22 days, we demonstrated how to deliberate a Trade Service Agreement with the whole society. There
were over 20 NGOs participating. The Greens, the Labors, the Independents, everybody.

We supported this  whole  deliberation with a radically  transparent  broadcasting,  live  streaming,  logistics
system, which we exported to Hong Kong for the Umbrella Movement in the same year, and was powered by
this community called g0v.

g0v is a civic tech community with a call to “fork the government.” We take the government websites, which
all ends in gov.tw, and make better open alternatives, that ends in g0v.tw.

For example, the annual national budget is hundreds pages long, in a PDF file, and it’s very hard to read.

The g0v community’s very first project was budget.g0v.tw, which shows the national budget in a way that
everybody understands, and you can drill down to each and every budget details.

Today, this system is adopted by seven city governments, and powers the participatory budget platform for
the Taipei City at budget.taipei.

Anyone can just look at this map, find the part of city budget they care, and type in any question they want to
ask, and a career public servant actually comes forward and answer for that part of the question.

It becomes a direct dialogue platform, not through the city council, but for the career public servants to
communicate with citizens.

So why are there so many civic hackers in Taiwan, like me, who spoke to my clients during the Occupy
movement — Apple, Oxford University Press, Socialtext — saying, “OK, I have to take a three-week leave,
because democracy needs me?”

I think it’s because our generation — I’m 38 now — we are the first generation that enjoyed the freedom of
speech after three decades of martial law and dictatorship.

That freedom arrived in 1989, the year of personal computers. For us, the personal computer revolution and
freedom of speech is the same thing. Our first presidential election by popular vote, in 1996 is also the year
that World Wide Web got popular.

Internet and Democracy, not two things, one and the same thing in Taiwan.

So for the past 30 years, when we see “free software,” we always think of freedom of assembly, freedom of
speech, and never “free of cost.”

We know that freedom is never free of costs. Our parent’s generation, our grandparent’s generation paid
dearly for it -- and we need to use the software freedoms to keep it  free, as we did during the Occupy
movement in 2014.

The movement caused a revolution, although a peaceful revolution. There was a radical transformation of
social expectations at the end of 2014, and many Occupiers just found themselves elected mayors when they
did not expect it.

Because of this, the Prime Minister resigned, and the new Prime Minister, an engineer, said, “OK. From now
on, crowdsourcing, open data are just going to be the national direction.”

Occupiers, and the civic tech people who supported them, were then invited as mentors, advisors, to the
public service to solve issues like Uber.

Uber is very interesting, because it is a meme — a virus of the mind.

The meme was called “Sharing Economy,” and it says that algorithms dispatch cars better than laws, so we
don’t have to obey laws.

The meme spreads through apps, from drivers to passengers to drivers, and you can’t really argue with a
meme, just like you can’t argue with the flu. It’s not in the same category.

There’s protests, the taxi drivers surrounded the ministry of transport, demanding negotiation. But how do
we negotiate with a virus of the mind?
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For us, the solution is through a deliberation that involves thousands of stakeholders. It’s a scaling down of
the deliberation we just did with half a million people, so we think we can do it.

Deliberation, thinking deeply about something together, is an effective vaccine against a virus of the mind.
When everyone — passengers and drivers, academics and public servants — listened to each other and formed
a consensus, we become immune to divisive PR campaigns in the future.

A proper deliberation, with the “Focused Conversation Method,” involves four stages.

The first stage is “Facts”, where we collect evidences, first-hand experiences, objective data.

Then, after that is confirmed, we move to collect everybody’s “Feelings” about those same facts. You may
feel angry. I may feel happy. It’s all OK.

After people converge on their feelings that resonates with everybody, we then talk about “Ideas” — The
best ideas are the ones that address the most people’s feelings.

Then we translate them into legalese and sign them into “Decisions.”

However, if the decision-making process is not transparent,  people on the street would speak a different
language than people in the government — so they’re not even agreeing on basic facts, let alone each others’
feelings.

In that situation, ideas become “Ideologies” — viruses of the mind so potent, that they can blind people to
new facts and to each other’s feelings.

So our first step is open data, that is, making all the facts available, and ask the private sector and civil
society to share what they have.

Next, we created an interactive survey on Pol.is, to ask about how they feel. Four groups of people soon
emerged: Taxi drivers, Uber drivers, Uber passengers, and other passengers.

The Pol.is system shows each group how their shared sentiments are received by other groups.

The interesting thing is, it lowers people’s antagonism. Because you see all these people on different sides
are your Facebook and Twitter friends, you just didn’t talk about this over dinner.

At the beginning, the people were all on the corners, but because we say we only give binding power of
anything  that  people  can  propose  that  convince  a  supermajority  — that’s  80  percent  of  people  — the
participants converged on feelings that resonate not only with like-minded people, but across the aisle.

Instead of distracting, we attract consensus.

After  we  get  a  set  of  feelings  that  resonate  with  practically  everybody,  it’s  now  much  easier  for  the
government to meet with all the stakeholders, and check with them, one by one.

Here is the consensus of the people. Do you agree? If you do agree, how do we translate that into law?

They are bound to the words they said during the live-streamed consultation, and the stakeholders agreed.
When we ratified their agreements in August 2016, everybody knew that it’s coming. Everybody anticipated
it.

Uber now operates legally under the new framework, but so did the taxi companies, who are now adopting
the same model that Uber is using for dispatching its cars.

So this method works. The next question is: Can we scale this process of listening?

So right after the ratification, I joined the cabinet as the Digital Minister, to explore this possibility through
PDIS, the public digital innovation space.

It’s like Policy Labs in the UK. It’s a digital service at the national level.  We have designers. We have
programmers. We are automating away a lot of those chores that the public servants are doing, in order to
make participation possible.

Even  more  interesting  than  the  technological  contributions,  is  the  culture  that  we  are  bringing  to  the
government.

For example, I’m a radically transparent digital minister.  By that,  I  mean that all  the journalists,  all  the
lobbyists, everybody gets to ask me questions, but only publicly.

If I get questions from a private email, I will reply and say if it’s OK to give my answers publicly. If not, I
just give them links to what my previous statements are.

It’s not just to the lobbyists and journalists, but also for internal meetings. For all the hundreds of internal
meetings that I have since I was the digital minister, everything was transcribed.
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There  was  the  written  record  for  everything  everybody  said  during  meetings,  and  we  sent  them  to
participants afterwards to check for 10 days, and publish.

The effect of this is very surprising. The bureaucrats actually become very innovative and risk-taking. They
propose some very good ideas under this condition. That’s because previously, before I introduced this kind
of radical transparency, they would get the blame if things go wrong, and the minister would get the credit if
things go right.

Now, with this completely accountable record, if things go right, they get the credit, because their name is on
the transcript. Because it’s an experimental method, if things go wrong, it’s all the digital minister’s fault.

Under this condition, they become very innovative and open to a lot of interesting ideas.

One of the ideas is adopting this thoroughly free software platform called Sandstorm, as our public service
internal  platform.  We use  the  same tools,  like  Etherpad,  like  Trello,  like  Slack,  how the  free  software
community is organizing ourselves these days, we also use it in the public service.

Previously, the roadblock was the cyber security issue, but we were able to find this community platform
called Sandstorm, that solves the cyber security problem. It gets audited by our cyber security department, so
that all the free software than runs on top of it doesn’t suffer from cyber security attacks and issues.

We were able to adopt a lot of free software working methods, just by adopting this Sandstorm free software
platform.

We have a lot of interesting systems proposed by young public servants,  like an app for ordering lunch
together, or to plan travels together, or whatever. It’s really good to have this choice.

Also,  we had a e-petition platform as a way for people to participate.  It  was like the “We the People”
platform in the US. It did not receive much attention, because for cross-ministry issues, people would get
those very blank, very bureaucratic answers that doesn’t really solve their problems, but just explains why
they can’t do much about it.

After I become the digital minister, we asked each ministry to send a team, at least one person, to serve as
participation officer. We assembled this virtual team of 50 people online, using Rocket.Chat and all those
tools for online engagement.

Now, in Taiwan, when people start a petition, they know instead of just a dutiful response, they will actually
get to meet with all the relevant ministries in Taipei, or we will travel to those rural areas and islands, if they
are petitioning for local development.

We solved a lot of very interesting problems like this, without exposing any public servant to risk. So we
relieved their fear, uncertainty, and doubt around civic participation.

For example, we have a petitioner last May who petitioned that for Mac and Linux users, the national income
tax filing software is "explosively unfriendly" to use and so instead of just explaining the problem, we invite
everyone who complained the loudest to co-create the new tax filing system for this year.

Through  this  kind  of  co-creation,  people  learned  that  they  can  contribute  their  expertise,  not  just  as
complaints, but as co-creation efforts.

By collaborating with the civic sector, we are building a robust environment suitable for social enterprises to
grow, where the power of civil society could be brought into full play.

The venue we hold these collaboration meetings, the SIL because we organized five co-creation workshops,
to which 100+ social enterprises were invited to communicate their conceptions and expectations for the
Lab.

As such, we achieved a blended consensus and created a space fulfilling all purposes. For example, the Lab
stayed open till 11:00 p.m., and so did the café and kitchen — a resident chef was also arranged.

Moreover, I personally provide my office hour at the Lab every Wednesday, from 10am to 10pm. Provided
my visitor agree to have our conversation posted online, anyone interested in social enterprises is welcomed
to have a discussion with me.

The different regional cities’ social enterprises, the innovators, gather around me. It’s just me that travels.
Everybody else remains in Taipei, but we still have good video conference and transcription that makes it
very easy to see the local problems being surfaced and being resolved in a very quick fashion, because all the
related eight or nine ministries are there.

Once the people  solve it,  the other  unrelated ministries also understand,  “OK,  so this problem is to  be
resolved in this kind of way.”
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“g0v Air Pollution Observation Network” is such an example.

By combining the diversified talents in network communities,  this  project  utilizes the simple air  quality
sensor “airbox,” which is becoming very popular, and applies IoT technologies, so that all interested people
can participate by providing real-time air quality information, whether on their own balconies, at school, or
in the office.

Little by little and bit by bit, thousands of contributors accumulated a massive database, which is closer to
that of the air quality in the actual places where people are active.

An exceptional advantage of Taiwan is the full support, instead of rejection, of the government. As part of
the forward-looking infrastructure plan, we launched an “IoT for Public Good” program with a 4-year budget
of TWD 4.9 billion (USD ~150 million).

In the program, an enormous amount of environmental data on air products, meteorology, water resources,
earthquakes, disaster relief,  etc.  are integrated into a high-speed computing environment, so that we can
collaboratively  discover  the  correlations  between  social  activities  and  environmental  phenomena  more
quickly.

We are also working with our Industrial Technology Research Institute to assist with the manufacture of
domestic, affordable, high-quality PM 2.5 detectors, so communities can yield data of a higher accuracy.

Why  does  the  Taiwan  government  encourage  such  social  innovations?  Currently,  there  are  many
misunderstandings  between  governments  and  their  people  due  to  lack  of  transparency  and  insufficient
information.

Using the air quality in Taiwan as an example, establishing effective dialogs about public policies is difficult
until the sources of daily air pollution are disclosed to the whole society — including what pollution come
from outside Taiwan, from fixed sources in Taiwan, and from mobile sources, etc.

We are proud that “airbox” related products and application experiences have been introduced all over the
world.

So to speak, by uniting the strengths of both the government and the public, Taiwan proved to be capable of
not only solving its own problems but also providing such solutions to other countries in similar situations as
a reference.

More over, we have a “Sandbox Act” in Taiwan, so if you experiment in FinTech, or in self-driving vehicles,
you can apply for an experimentation for 12 months up to 3 years. You get to break some laws during that
period, but you need to explain why these laws need to be broken to achieve the common good.

During the experiment, we assemble a multi-stakeholder panel that collectively decide, using civic tech and
consensus-gathering methods, whether the society thinks this is a good idea moving forward, or if it’s a bad
idea.

If it’s a good idea, regulations and laws get changed because of this social innovation. If it’s not a good idea
— at least the risk is limited and everybody learns something from it, so we can try a different model next
time.

Through this way, Taiwan contributes our experience to the planetary civic society, focusing not just one one
or two sustainable development goals,  but especially on SDG17, cross-sectoral,  international,  and cross-
discipline collaboration.

In conclusion, I’d like to share a prayer with you about the subversion of paradoxes:

When we see “internet of things”, let’s make it an internet of beings.

When we see “virtual reality”, let’s make it a shared reality.

When we see “machine learning”, let’s make it collaborative learning.

When we see “user experience”, let’s make it about human experience.

When we hear “the singularity is near”, let us remember: the Plurality is here.
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